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The Wild West workshop brought together representatives from Malmö Symphony Orchestra, 

the Royal Danish Theatre, and Copenhagen Phil – alongside researchers from Medea, 

Malmö University, and experts from the fields of interaction- and experience design. 

The objective as to develop new, innovative concepts where digital tools and platforms could be used

 to create new audience experiences. During two intensive days, ideas and prototypes were developed.
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Part 1: Introduction
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Introduction
This document describes the results of a workshop carried out within the Musical Experience Project (Musikalsk oplevelsesdesign), 
June 19-20, 2013. 
The aim of the workshop was to create classical music experiences where members of the audience are involved – in one way or another – 
through means of digital media.

The starting point of the workshop was:

• To facilitate a joint exploration where the project’s partner organizations develop ideas together, an exploration of future classical music 
   experiences.
• To explore how digital media can be used within classical music in relation to creating new audience experiences and reaching new target 
   groups.
• Create a common ground and a bank of ideas that others can be inspired by, and that could lead to concrete collaborations in the project.

Participants were divided into five groups working on one of the five themes of the workshop:

• Interactive concert: how to make concerts more interactive

• Public spaces: how to bring classical music to public spaces

• Expand the stage: how the stage can be used differently, and what can be done in and outside the  concert hall

• Audience relations and authorship: how to create new relationships with the audience

• 5th dimension: what does the future hold? What possibilities and challenges lie ahead?

In collaboration with researchers and experts on digital media, each group explored one main idea/concept, but they also created a list of 
potential ideas/concepts. This catalogue describes the five main ideas/concepts, but also the full list of potential ideas/concepts.
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How should this catalogue be used?
To create new audience experiences is a long process. The objective of this catalogue is to give inspiration to the coming work in the project 
and to launch those ideas that participants wants to bring in to their organisations; either as actions that can be launched immediately or as 
actions that requires a more longstanding collaboration between the institutions.

Possibilities:
• A partner organisation can independently take action on any idea
• Partner organisations can create joint projects
• Partner organisations can apply for funding for joint projects that would develop and deploy the ideas/concepts
• Workshop participants and their colleagues can use the catalogue as a ”knowledge repository”

Collections and links:

Photographs from the workshop can be viewed and downloaded in this Flickr set http://www.flickr.com/photos/medeamalmo/
sets/72157634224160205/

You are also encouraged to join the Facebook group INTERREGMUSIK where we regularly post updates on project activities. The more people 
join the group, and the more active we are, the easier it is to find the right person to talk to with regard to a specific project or theme.

You are also encouraged to explore the project website: http://cmec.mah.se
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Musical Experience Design - a short instroduction 
The workshop is part of the Interreg project Musical Experience Design 

(Musikalsk oplevelsesdesign, acronym ”MOD”). 

MOD is a collaboration between three cultural institutions, two academic institutions, 

and the Øresund Commitee. The project develops new audience experiences within 

classical music and performing arts. The intersection of classical music and 

digital media is an interesting, but also challenging, field that the project explores; 

this through research, workshops, seminars, and projects. 

The workshop builds on the results from the two previous workshops in the project.
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Part 2: Concept ideas
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Part 2 is a collection of selected concept ideas developed during the Wild West prototyping workshop at Medea. 
The ideas are developed within five categories:
Interactive concert, Expand the stage, Audience relations and Authorship, Public spaces, 5th dimension

Each category is covered by a cross-disciplinary working-group, consisting of a mix of musicians, interactive experts, researchers and peo-
ple from communication and administration.

Each group has developed a huge amount of ideas during the initial brainstorm. During a selecting process the most innovative, funny, quali-
fied and realisable ideas got selected and described. 

This catalogue presents the chosen concept-ideas, which are qualified through cross-disciplinary group discussions and by experts from 
the research field and from the industry of interactive media productions. 
 
As a working tool each group was provided with an inspiration map, presenting different angles to approach and discuss the concepts from. 
 
Each section begins with the inspiration map questions. Afterwards the chosen concept ideas are described one by one. 

Here follows a short headline summery of the 5 categories and their main questions.  
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Interactive concerts:
• Create examples of meaningful interaction between the audience and the musicans
• They can take place anywhere 
• At least one must be in the concert hall – see ICOE for inspiration.

Public spaces
• how can classical music expand out in the public zone?
• How and where could public space be a scene or a platform for classical music?
• Is it an original part or is it a replay?

Expand the stage: 
• How can the concert space expand to embrace the audience in new ways? 
• How do the music and the room interact?

Audience, relations and authorship
• How could classical concerts be created with the audience?
• How could classical concerts be created with external partners?

The 5th dimension:
• How could classical music transform into a new artform?
• What other areas/ genres/ artforms have done something groundbreaking in the last decade?

Groupmentor: Christian Badse
Support: Richard Topgaard, Marcus Ljungblad   

Groupmentors: Hans von Knut Skovfoged
Support: Halfdan

Groupmentor: Søren Robert Lund, Asta Wellejus

Groupmentor: Erling Björgvinsson, Eva Wendelboe Kuczynski

Groupmentor: Mads Høbye
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Theme: Interactive Concert
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Inspirationmap:
• Create examples of meaningful interaction between the audience and the musicians
• They can take place anywhere 
• At least one must be in the concert hall – see ICOE for inspiration.

Inspirational input:
• Which technology gives what type of interaction?
• What if we use a platform the audience already have with them?
• How can we break the ritual without disturbing the old ladies?
• Gamification?
• Point systems?
• Shareable to social networks?
• One experience or a system?
• Physical/ digital?
• What types of technology could be used?
• Role of the audience?

• How does it fit in your everyday practice – production, administration, dialogue with artists? 

• Is it scalable? 

• Can it be done without technology?

• Historical background/references? 

• What would it look like in 2099?  
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VEEJAY 
Interaction between a symphonic orchestra and a so called VJ, acronym for ”video jockey” (a visual artist that live-mixes visuals, just like a 
disc jockey live-mixes audio). Together, they the orchestra and VJ create music/video art in the concert hall. The show might also be live-
streamed to another physical location, e.g. an open air show. This concept might reach a young and more ”artsy” audience.

                                                                                   

This first section describes four ideas related to the theme Connected Stages, and they all deal with the live aspect of a performance.
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WallCast Concerts
Does classical music need to be so ”exclusive”? It can be made less 
exclusive by having live concerts during summer projected on a 
screen outside the concert hall or in the foyer. You can thus grab a cup 
of coffee while listening to classical music, and you don’t need to sit 
still for two hours.
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Concert Movie
Screening a film with the soundtrack performed live by a symphony orchestra, e.g. Lord of the Rings, The Artist or Star Wars. This would 
increase the audience’s understanding of the importance of music in movies. It would also attract a new audience, film buffs, to the concert 
hall (ed’s note: it’s commonly known that there is no spillover effect between audiences).
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Multi-Location Performance
Malmö Symphony Orchestra plays ”Sacre....” in Malmö Concert Hall simultaneously with the Royal Ballet in Copenhagen having a perfor-
mance. An event like this could generate quite some publicity and create an interest for the separate art forms.

Other ideas explored under the theme ”Interactive Concert” are described below.
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Hear Your Emotions
An app with “your personal soundtrack”, a library of classical music 
that is selectable by e.g. mood, sensor input (mobile phones have many 
types of sensors, e.g. light, sound, position), time of day, and a combina-
tion of variables. 

This app could be used in e.g. kindergarten (for empathy training?), dur-
ing physical education and outdoor activities, during studying, and as a 
soundtrack when telling stories. 

The distribution model of the app could be, e.g., to give it away for free, 
promote it towards teachers, create educational packages or as a politi-
cal/cultural obligation (ed’s note: WTF?!)

Why do this? To improve cultural education, an increased awareness 
about classical music that might lead to higher ticket sales. Also, per-
haps, as promotion to websites or in-app sales.
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Sound Showers
Sound Showers is a physical Installation with directional loudspeakers, where each loudspeaker plays a single track (i.e., a single instrument) 
of the total score. You will thus be able to experience the symphonic orchestra from within, helping you understand the structure of music. 
The directional loudspeakers can be replaced by a smartphone app.

Where could this be installed? For instance, in concert hall foyer areas with directional loudspeakers, or off-site with a ”kinect virtual con-
ductor”, or outdoors with either directional loudspeakers or as a smartphone app.

The concept could be promoted outside of the concert hall or at other events and festivals.

Why do this? You can take advantage of different locations to attract a new audience. Increased awareness equals more ticket sales. It ena-
bles promotion ”outside the normal”.
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Interactive Conductor
Interact with the music and ”change the music” by voting with your 
phone! 
The listeners votes will be seen by the conductor, which will then change 
his conducting inspired by the votes.
The pieces will be modern modular pieces with a high degree of interac-
tivity or classic pieces, with less interaction (e.g. vote to repeat a section 
etc).
Can also be used for “solist battle” between solo instruments (duelling 
banjos...).
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Theme: Expand the stage



Inspirationmap: 
• How can the concert space expand to embrace the audience in new ways? 
• How do the music and the room interact?

Inspirational input:
• How is the dance between the music and the room choreographered? 
• How is the essence of a concert experience expanded?
• What is a stage?
• Different kind of stages. Look into history, other art forms, and new concepts of stage!
• The traditional Stage / your stage – rules and traditions? 
• Is it scenography?
• What is the content – role-play, communication, music?
• Why do we expand the space?
• What are the limits for expansion?
• What technology can be used?
• Role of the audience?

- 
- How does it fit in your everyday practice – production, administration, and dialogue with artists? 
- 
- Is it scalable? 
- Can it be done without technology?
- Historical background/references? 
- What would it look like in 2099? 
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Inspirationmap:
Inspirationmap:

•    How can the concert space expand to embrace the audience in new ways?

•    How do the music and the room interact?

Inspirational input:
•    How is the dance between the music and the room choreographered?

•    How is the essence of a concert experience expanded?

•    What is a stage?

•    Different kind of stages. Look into history, other art forms, and new concepts of stage!

•    The traditional Stage / your stage – rules and traditions?

•    Is it scenography?

•    What is the content – role-play, communication, music?

•   Why do we expand the space?

•    What are the limits for expansion?

•    What technology can be used?

•    Role of the audience?

•    How does it fit in your everyday practice – production, administration, and dialogue with artists?

•    Is it scalable?

•    Can it be done without technology?

•   Historical background/references? 
 
•   What would it look like in 2099?
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Concept 1. Instrument point of view 
The idea is to mount cameras on top of a few key musicians in the or-
chestra. The cameras should be mounted in such a way that when look-
ing at the video stream one gets a feeling of being the one who is actu-
ally playing the instrument. 

This concept seeks to create a more immersive experience of listening 
to classical music. The audience can through virtual reality goggles or 
similar technology be able to become a part of the orchestra and sense 
how it feels to play the instrument, look at the nodes and look at the 
conductor as the music is played.

It should be a live stream. This would create a parallel experience from 
the normal one of being a mere audience watching it. A simple setup 
could be made with GoPro cameras and a monitor to watch the live 
stream in a parallel room.
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Concept 2. Fagot hero: 
The idea is to create an interactive app that enables participants to play together as in an orchestra. It should be based on similar principles 
as guitar hero. Each individual app/phone would represent an instrument. It would enable the participants to get a sense of what it means 
of playing “well” together. Further, it enables to practice their own instrument before they do it together = a community could be created 
around it.

A performative element can be incorporated in this scenario where the participant would meet on a public street and do the performance 
together. They would then have individual speakers connected to each phone. Hereby creating a larger sense of them being an individual 
instrument in a larger setup.

A key feature of this experience would be to get a real conductor to direct the musical performance. Further, one could imagine the incorpo-
ration of real musicians as well, either by them playing on the same app, or by using their own instruments.
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Concept 3. Sanserum: 
One tricky part of understanding the dynamics of the orchestra is to spot the different soloists playing throughout the musical pieces. To 
create awareness on how the different soloists roles one could imagine an interactive game where the participants (audience) gains point by 
shooting the soloist with a laser pointer. Each time the audience gets a soloist right they get a point. 

Multiple implementations could be imagined. One would be actual laser pointers detected by light sensor on the individual soloists. Another 
scenario could be an app where one clicks on the soloists one thinks are playing at the moment. More extreme version would turn the control 
over to the audience in such a way that the audience decides which musician they think would be the right one to be soloist a given time.
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Conecpt 4. Mediated Ghetto blaster orchestra 
To make the sounds of the orchestra more tangible and for the par-
ticipants to take on an active role in the musical experience. One 
could broadcast the different instruments on the fm band instead of 
through the speaker system. This way the music would be mute in 
the concert hall until the audience tuned their brought ghettoblaster 
to the right frequencies. Different frequencies would play different 
instruments, therefore each ghettoblaster could then play individual 
instruments depending on the frequency the ghettoblaster would be 
tuned to. This would create a three dimensional surround sound ex-
perience of the music coming from the many ghettoblasters that the 
audience had brought to the concert hall.

Another variation would be “tampen brænder” where the partici-
pants would walk through the city and pick up fm signals in the city. 
Through these fm signals they would be able to listen in and figure 
out where the different instrument were located (assuming that the 
fm band would gain quality and volume as one moved closer to the 
source). It could become a geo specific pervasive game experience. 
This concept could also be augmented through a the gps of an an-
droid app.
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“We would like to add the third space. The 
third space in the sense of enabling the        
audience to become involved, engaged or   
immersed in the interactive process of creat-
ing musical symphonies.” Expand the stage
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Theme: 
Audience, relations and authorship
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Inspirationmap: 
• How could classical concerts be created with the audience? 

• How could classical concerts be created with external partners? 
 
Inspirational input:
• How could classical concerts be created with the audience?
• How could classical concerts be created with external partners?
• How could the audience have authorship in a concert?
• What tools and possibilities are there for engaging the audience in the creative process?
• What has been done around the world?
• Shakespeare as example
• Learning/ practice learning
• Gaming elements
• Ways of engagement  - how does it relate to their daily life?
• Partnerships - what would be the most unlikely and what type of experience would that bring?
• The experience economy perspective - combining different partners in new constellations to create new  
•  Formats together
• Classical music with: a riding school, a station, a building site, a church, a camping sitem, a water park, a container terminal
• What is the most important relation to create formats with?
• WOO ( World Online orchestra)
• Role of the audience?
• How does it fit in your everyday practice – production, administration, dialogue with artists?
• Is it scalable?
• Can it be done without technology?
• Historical background/references?     
• What would it look like in 2099?
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Music Buddy / Giving the audience a voice
                                                                                

The idea is to create a shared platform for a dialogue with the audience. Com-
pared to existing websites, this platform will host the voice of the audience and 
will facilitate the audience’s passions, memories, approaches, use, relations, 
participation, activities, and listening to classical music and going to concerts. 

• A shared platform across classic music institutions around Øresund
• An interactive network that creates dialogue and participation with the 
users (the audience) 
• Driven by an editor (or editorial group), which has a strong focus on the 
voice of the audience. 

Aim: To become an extension of the voice of the audience. The “voice of the 
audience” means how people who love listening to classical music at home and 
visiting concerts can share their passion and knowledge, and discuss and share 
classical music experiences. The individual user of classical music is talking 
from his or her perspective. 

It’s important not to turn the platform into another sales platform, and thus it’s 
necessary to follow a certain set of rules:

• The platform should not sell tickets or promote specific concerts*
• It will stay in eye line with the users
• Strive to have n constant dialogue running
• The voice of the audience should be present and active through all ac-
tivities and programmes.

* Indirect attention will be paid to specific concerts, but its the audience who 
controll what should be in focus. 
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Organization:
The platform is driven by a shared editorial group, which holds staff from the three orchestras’ communication or audience relation depart-
ments. The editorial group is thereby organized across Øresund, which provides a lot of opportunities and challenges, e.g., which language 
is the preferred?

The editorial group is a cross-department initiative, which crosses through approaches and interests from three different departments: pro-
gram planning, out-reach, and communication. The editorial group is also a cross-country collaboration.

The editorial group is a cross-department initiative, which crosses through approaches and interests from three different departments: pro-
gram planning, out-reach, and communication. The editorial group is also a cross-country collaboration.
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Users:
The main focus of the editorial content and concepts is the audience, 
and to give each single audience member a voice to express their pas-
sion for classical music through different formats. 

The users have the main role and therefore it’s important they are 
made visible, and have the opportunity to connect through the plat-
form. The platform works as the voice of the users, but holds a net-
work-structure through which the audience can connect, share expe-
riences and e.g. invite each others for the next concert, either if they 
are going alone or if they want to build a larger community around a 
specific composer. 

One way to orientate the network and find new members is through a 
map where you can mark your location.

Programs, platforms and media types:
The program contains different concepts: some purely audio-driv-
en, others can be events followed up by audio-programs. Imagine 
this to be a radio station, but the media types are audio, web, live 
events, smartphones, and concepts can move across platforms. 
The communication unit will then become a cross-media editorial 
group. To this cross-media channel, different concepts gets devel-
oped. 
Ideas for program concepts: 

The editorial group is a cross-department initiative, which crosses 
through approaches and interests from three different depart-
ments: program planning, out-reach, and communication. The 
editorial group is also a cross-country collaboration.

The editorial group is a cross-department initiative, which crosses 
through approaches and interests from three different depart-
ments: program planning, out-reach, and communication. The 
editorial group is also a cross-country collaboration.

• Ungdomsredaktionen – ungeråd
• Jeg minnes – dokumentarisk program 
• On the road 
• Musikkompis – fråga i netverket
• Recension/anmeldelse
• Augmentet reality – publikens billeder
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Shadow concept
                                                                                     

Kids and the classical concert

The shadow concept is a format creating an interactive scenography for kids, trying to answer the question: 
how can children be active participants in a classical concert?

Case: Dyrenes karneval by Camille Saint-Saëns
Solution: Video Jockey (VJ) scenography

1. Concept

1. Workshop
Children and their families are invited to a workshop that is carried out approximately two hours before the concert. They are introduced to 
’Dyrenes Karneval’ and a few of the animals that perform in that piace.

The families are divided into groups for each preferred animal. The scenic expression is introduced, and how to you can use your body to 
visualize the animals and their movements. The animals that could be used are lions, elephants, kangaroos, birds, swans, and chicken.

Thereafter, costumes are adjusted. Costumes are made beforehand by very simple materials, and they are made by either a ”costume de-
partment” or during arts classes in schools.

Thereafter, each group works with ”their scene” while being supervised by a director and a dancer or choreographer, or an expert on shadow 
play.

2. Recording
All animals perform their roles in pre-rehearsed sequences. Performances are recorded and will later be used by the VJ during the concert.

3. Before and during concert
A VJ mixes and edits the material before and during the concert. The children can thereby experience their own contributions as part of the 
overall scenography of the concert.
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Theme: Public Spaces
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Inspirationmap: 

• How can classical music expand out in the public zone? 

• How and where could public space be a scene or a platform for classical music? 

• Is it an original part or is it a replay?

Inspirational input:
• What public spaces are there ( here we need to make examples.)
• What takes place here already?
• What time of the day?
• Where is classical music already out in public space? ( Barcelona, for scaring junkies, as commercial music, elevators etc. –   
     more here.)
• What type of day time activity in public space does clasical music work well with?
• role of the audience?
• How does it fit in your everyday practice – production, administration, dialogue with artists? 

 
• Is it scalable? 

 
• Can it be done without technology?

 
• Historical background/references? 

 
• What would it look like in 2099? 

Wake up your ears!
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Magic Place
                                                                                   

Magic Place is about creating spots where people can experience classical music in the public space, but in an intimate, movie-like, magical 
and personal way. It is about establishing spots in the city that people will tell each other about: a spot perfect for a practical joke, a romantic 
moment etc. Magic Place uses sound, Kinect, light projection as well as sensors measuring temperature, rain, wind etc.

Examples:

Rain:
Each time it rains heavily, people seeking shelter under Stærekassen by Det Kgl Teater will hear soft classical music being played. But, only 
when it really rains, and only if there is a certain amount of people. 

The Barber from Sevilla:
Pedestrians walking through Stærekassen at night will see a big red button projected on the sidewalk. The button reads “Do not step on me”. 
A person who can’t stand the temptation and steps onto the button will experience a spotlight being turned on and directed towards them, 
and “The Barber from Sevilla” will be played very loud. At a distance, they will see an Off button. If the person moves, the spotlight will follow 
them and the “off button” will move away from them. If the person decides to leave Stærekassen, a theatrical laughter wil be heard.

Tango:
During summer months, each night after 10 PM, couples who enter the arch under Stærekassen will be able to activate a tango session by 
stepping onto two pair of projected footprints, a red and a blue footprint. The moment they step in, Jacob Gades Tango Jalousie will start. A 
full moon will be projeted on the wall, along with a romtantic skyline. The footprints will start to move in classical tango pattern and the cou-
ple should feel tempted to follow them and dance tango together. Tango can only be activated once every half hour and ends at 1 AM.
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Church Bell Playlists
                                                                                         

In Denmark, 77 churches have chimes. The chimes in Vor Frelser’s church in Christianshavn sometimes play songs like “Kringsat af fjender”. 
Church Bell Playlists enables citizens to submit or choose music that should be performed through chimes at their local church. Or, the 
chimes play a classical piece and your task is to recognize it and submit the answer through an app. The person with most recognized songs 
in a month wins a prize. You could travel the country and visit all 77 chimes and hunt for songs.

Speakers Corner – but with music
                                                                                       

Use classical music as a background to your speech in a park, or as a backing track to your guitar performance. Talents within rhetorics or 
classical music can perform with the back up of a full symphony orchestra, which could either be live or pre-recorded.
Speakers Corner may be a grand stage with lights and all. Do you have the courage to get on stage? If yes, your performance must adapt to 
the music you know the orchestra will play, whether the orchestra is live or pre-recorded.

Maestro
                                                                                     

Similar to Speakers Corner, med with the conductor challege made famous on DR and SVT. Could either be a pre-recorded orchestra and 
a conductor’s stand that anyone may use, or a live symphonic orchestra. For the pre-recorded version, you see a large screen where musi-
cians are asleep. In front of the screen is a conductor’s stand. You wake up the orchestra by stepping onto the stand. A Kinect registers your 
movements, and the challenge is to keep the tempo – conduct too slow, and the music goes too slow.
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Classic Taxi
                                                                                         

Free ride taxi that lasts as long as a classical music piece. You will get where you wanted to go, but with a short classical detour. Perhaps 
should the music also be heard outside the taxi.

Junkyard/- Drive-in Concert
                                                                                      

Re-purposing the drive-in-cinema concept and let people drive their cars to a concert. Popcorn is served. A more advanced version includes 
car wrecks which allows people without cars to join the concert. This also enables interactive installations. A drive-in concert disables the 
normal ”rules” for how to behave at a classical concert. The audience will thus find a way to behave by observing what others do. You can 
help them on the way by encouraging people to applause, or honk the horn if the music is great.

Musical Chairs
                                                                                        

Four chairs are placed at a public space in a semi-circle. Sitting on a chair activates a track of a recorded instrument in a quartet. The idea is 
that you must find three more people to make the performance complete. This would make the cold Nordic public space a bit more social.

Musik robotter
                                                                                    

Either as many robots as the little yellow drum machine <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_RyodnisVvU> or as a single robot in this clas-
sical piece <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3RBSkq-_St8>
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5th Dimension
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Inspirationmap: 

• How could classical music transform into a new artform?
• What other areas/ genres/ artforms have done something groundbreaking in the last decade?

Inspirational input:
• Radio – from living room alter to ambience since TV came.
• Electronic music ( eva, ex her.)
• http://www.newaud.eu/working-communities/mixing-art-forms

        ( print den her forside og sæt den ind i skemaet)
• collaborative?
• New platform?
• New audience?
• Mixed artforms?
• What do they do other places in the world?
• How s film changing?
• Some museums have gone interactive to create learning and communicatins systems to reach their goal
• What is the goal and the strenghts of the classical music as an artform?
• Where have classical music moved to? ( game soundtracks, films etc.)
• What types of technology could be used?
• role of the audience?
• How does it fit in your everyday practice – production, administration, dialogue with artists? 

• Is it scalable? 
  
• Can it be done without technology? 
 
• Historical background/references?  

• What would it look like in 2099? 
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IDEAS:
The assignment of this group was to gaze into the future. What possibilities are 
there and what new experiences could be created? This while taking the symphon-
ic orchestra and the organizations into account.

The group chose the following perspective: if organizations stick to their current 
forms, they  will face considerable challenges with regard to identity and legitima-
cy. Given these challenges, the group chose to tackle the theme with a wider and 
more abstract perspective: how can organizations be more open and transparent, 
and how can they find a new way of being part of society? The group developed a 
concept where the organization is treated as a ”system” that is able to ”transmit” 
experiences to the city (to ”byrummet”), with the aim of making the organization 
more open and transparent.

A few of the ideas in this group were already explored by other groups. Therefore, 
what we explore here is how the ”central HUB” idea came about and what it entails. 

The central HUB idea is described in the final part of this section, and we start with 
describing how the group ended up with that particular idea. In addition to the 
central HUB idea, there was an idea about a ”musical talent camp”: case that was 
described as a pilot that could be built upon by project partners in collaboration 
with other initiatives that are already running in Denmark. The musical talent camp 
is also explored in the final part of this section.

Considering the organizational preconditions

The group identified a few factors that can change the preconditions for classical 
music within the next 10 years:

• A new generation of policy makers. New political leaders will come, and perhaps 
they do not see classical music as a ”given”. Because of this, it is necessary to 
make sure that new generations acknowledge the value of classical music and see 
it as a ”natural” part of the cultural consumption.
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• New roles for artists. If we look at films, food, and electronica, etc, there are more and more mixed-arts forms where genres are mixed and 
where the artists’ roles change. How and in what direction should the artist role change within classical music?

• New access to classical music material. It is no longer common that new talents are asked to compose original music. This means that 
classical music needs to find new ways to make sure that talent is being developed. The group have two suggestions: (1) get inspiration from 
other art/cultural forms and incorporate them into classical music experiences, for example the Joystick concept, or to make concerts out 
of film music; (2) get inspiration from how the Nordic food culture has developed talent and quality, and how other art forms such as film, 
electronica music, and theatre haver ”re-newed” themselves. The group discussed ”co-creation”, ”re-interpretations”, and how to ”classi-
calify” other art forms. One way of doing this could be to bring works and stories from other art forms back to the concert hall.

• New trends with the wave of ”makers/creators”. New ways of ”making/creating” is spreading fast worldwide, e.g., within the ”makers’ 
movement” where ordinary people create products, services, and experiences.

• New ways of learning – apprenticeship? Code Academy is an educational format started by a former student. This educational format 
does not involve lots of students listening to a lecturer, but rather is based on mentor that teaches the student what is important to that par-
ticular student. The group was inspired by this way of thinking.

• Flexible formats. Classical music experiments, such as  a classical music performance where the audience may choose what parts of the 
performance they wish to attend. The concerts may be divided into modules and may be mixed with shorter introductions or educational 
formats. Based on this, the group explored new formats for new target groups. One point could be to strive towards giving the audience ”ba-
sic keys” that would give them a greater experience. In addition, the principle of easier access to the concert was introduced.
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• Using resources in other ways. The budget for rehearsing and performing concerts is large, but there is 
very little room for continous experimenting. In the short run, this means that you will need to find a mod-
el for fitting in within existing structures, for example by distributing the output to other platforms, or by 
allowing for remixing the output into new experiences. Given that there already exists music-streaming 
services on the Internet, another direction might be wise to take. This is where the idea of treating classi-
cal music organizations as a HUB emerged.

• Organizational aspects. The organizations that are able to change have the common characteris-
tic that they focus on curiosity, identity and continuous development. How can this be adopted into an 
organization that focuses on having a strong operation? Here, the idea of having a “system/eco-system” 
that could distribute/act on different platforms emerged. This led to a desire for flexible formats, for 
example on different platforms. The conclusion was that classical music is a great cultural resource. The 
question is: how can it be transformed?

The discussions can be summarized as: “How can classical music make a unique difference?”. This led 
to a list of possible development principles:

1. Learning + experience (how can learning be an integrated part of the experiences?)
2. Flexible formats in different modules and lengths
3. Finding a balance between operations and development
4. Open the classical music organization to the world around it. Open the experience, open the dis 
              tribution of classical music for more “ambient” situations, meaning that it can exist outside the 
              concert hall as part of people’s everyday lives.
5. Apprenticeship as inspiration
6. Mixed art works
7. What are the core valus, as an art form, of classical music’s core values? There must be conti-        
              nuous exploration and development.

These principles inform the idea of cultural organizations as a HUB. In order to come closer to the HUB 
concept’s basic principles, the group built a physical 3D model to develop and illustrate the idea.
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Process and physical HUB model – reflections
Why did we build a model named HUB?

The theme the group worked with was called ”the fifth dimension”, 
or how classical music could evolve into a new art form or a mission 
statement. After the initial discussions, the group did not come up 
with a solution or world-changing idea. Therefore, the group discus-
sions took on a different direction. First, a ”wild west shooting ses-
sion” of ideas towards the core of the subject. This lead to a strategy 
of core of values. Second, a ”Tai Chi” strategy, which is about using 
and exploiting existing movements to optimize efficacy. 
The group saw core values such as:

• Musical experiences, and emotions
• The concert hall
• Intensity
• Employee potentials
• Organizational form

Based on this, a contour began to take shape. The group worked to 
define a core that may be compared to a ”hovedbanegård” – a heart 
– where all tracks and movements come through, by and originate 
from; a HUB where all threads are pulled through. The idea, however, 
is not about a classical neural network in which all points are equal. 
The hub works with a clear hierarchy where the ”hovedbanen” (the 
HUB) is the core which all content and activity threads whiz through.

To illustrate the hub idea: an orchestra and a conductor practices for 
four days days and then have one day for interacting with the audi-
ence. Could Tai Chi be introduced as a way of using the four rehearsal 
days differently, without compromising the professional? The same 
applies for concert halls that might be used for new activities during 
the year.
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In addition, the organization has – with the many talented 
and professional people affiliated with it – a giant Tai Chi 
potential, which is one of the largest resources of the entire 
core of the hub.

The group came up with rougly 100 ideas, ranging from the 
staff to the virtual, to technological potentials. The idea of 
the hub is that the mindset serves as frame and Tai Chi as 
a facilitator. This puts all new ideas into the power genera-
tor and create new potentials for both the individual idea in 
itself, but also the influence of other factors / issues which 
creates the core or hub. For example, if you have an event 
idea, then it should be screened not only as a standalone 
thing, but according to the following process:

Example: Event for children:

• Who in the staff would it make sense to get hold of,  
              and how?
• How can spaces be used?
• What can the audience bring home as memorabilia?
• Can we get hold of parents or grandparents through 
              this event – or throug school?
• How do we market this?
• How can we make the event better next time?
• Etc.

The events should be screened according to the process 
above. 

The group continued working towards clarifying this ”core”, 
which they named the HUB. The metaphor used was a main 
railway station, but since they could not build a model rail-
way, the idea was shaped through the model illustrated 
below.

                                                            

The tower is the main railway station, i.e., the core, where content, organiza-
tion, space and network are manifested on each side of the tower. The pa-
per wings symbolize the ideas or topic threads that emerge from the core. 

Sketches attached are not to be read in details - but provides an overview 
of the creative process and considerations towards the HUB model. 
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Chapter 2 -  AUDIENCE ENGAGEMENT
Erling Björgvinsson

Why Audience Development or Audience Engagement?

Why work with audience engagement and outreach at all? Is it not 
enough that cultural institutions provide high quality productions?

High quality and relevant productions are central aspects of what 
cultural institutions do. However, people and culture constantly 
change and with it cultural preferences and audience behavior and 
what is considered valuable and relevant. In fact, Copenhagen Phil, 
Malmö Symphony Orchestra and the The Royal Danish Theater are 
all facing diminished audience numbers. On a more positive note, 
they are all actively engaged in developing new concert formats, 
educational and presentation formats, and so forth. However, these 
new formats tend to attract mainly current audience segments, 
which points towards that more work needs to be done. 

This is not unique for Copenhagen Phil, Malmö Symphony Orchestra 
or The Royal Danish Theater. Cultural institutions at large in the Nor-
dic countries are facing significant challenges. The Nordic countries 
have changed considerably over the last two decades, as they have 
for example become more multicultural. Although many cultural in-
stitutions work actively with rethinking what they offer and how they 
organize their work, they tend to reach only the well-educated and 
affluent middle class. The repertoire or the programming to a very 
small extent reflects that the Nordic countries have become mul-
ticultural or, for that matter, that we live in a globalized world with 
increased interaction between cultures.

Research and development projects on audience engagement of 
classical music (Bernstein 2007, Wolf 2006, Knight Foundation 
2002, Reiss 1997, Brown & Bare 2003, Knight 2001, Thakar 2003) 
point at that audience behavior as well has changed over the last 
decades. These authors point at that:

• consumption of classical music has increased, but is con 
              sumed increasingly at home and in cars;

• decrease in arts education leads to less awareness of the  
              benefits of the arts, which demands that the audience is pro 
              vided with more    

      
•            interpretive assistance, and I would argue that the institutions  
              take a more active educational role;

• we see a shift towards increased expectation of active en 
              gagement;

• audiences are more likely to attend if there is some sort of  
              social event tied to it;

• flexible & adaptable leisure experiences are more attractive;

• there is a demand for increased diversity;

• 50 % buys tickets 10 days before an event; 

• shorter more intense experiences are more attractive;

• the biggest motivator is a specific work or program (i.e. a  
              more selective audience);
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occurs. The turn toward engagement demands, in turn, that not only 
the outreach, marketing, communication and educational seg-
ments of the institutions work with the issue, but that it becomes 
part of the artistic productions. Audience engagement thus de-
mands that engagement initiatives also need to involve directors, 
curators and artists.

Audience development is often defined as:

“the long-term planned management process of attracting and 
engaging target arts participants, audiences, and markets through 
education, marketing and programming, and retaining them by 
establishing and maintaining strategic, dynamic, and sustainable 
relationships.” (Julia M Roberts 2008).

Not bad at all, but when contrasted with the notion of community 
engagement the differences become clear, where audience en-
gagement emphasizes relationship building, mutual learning, and 
collaboration. Again Julia M Roberts (2008) states:

“The process of working collaboratively with and through groups of 
people in assessing, planning and implementing programs or activi-
ties that are mutually beneficial to both sides; community engage-
ment is a two-way exchange consisting of collaboration and coop-
erative partnerships to enrich the lives of community members.”

The contrast becomes perhaps even more apparent in the following 
statements: 

“I dislike the word “outreach.” It comes from a time when orches-
tras thought of themselves (positively or negatively) as somehow 
separate from a large part of their communities, either exclusive or 
excluded. It implies an ‘us versus them’ dynamic. Instead I like to 
describe what [the Philadelphia Orchestra does] as artistic work in 
schools and communities.

Describing the work in this way goes to the heart of what I find to be 
most valuable and interesting about it, both for orchestras as organ-
izations and for the musicians who participate in it.” (Johnson 2006, 
polyphonic.org).

• one specific format has no spill-over effect, a cross-over  
             format does not lead to that the cross-over audience  
             starts going to more classical concert formats;

• free programming and outreach do not turn people into  
              ticket buyers.

Well, what does this have to do with artistic quality? That is, 
after all, what cultural institutions are to deliver. First of all, it 
is important to acknowledge that cultural institutions need to 
operate with various cultural qualities. A production that for 
example mixes professionals with gymnasium students cannot 
be judged by the same standards as a production made up of 
solely professionals. The co-production with gymnasium stu-
dents premiers other qualities than pitch perfect productions, 
as its focus is educational and building strong relationships with 
new audience groups.  Also, as Thomas Wolf (2006) points out 
in the report The Search for Shining Eyes, which summarizes ten 
years of audience development conducted by various orches-
tras in the USA:

“Outstanding music and the memorable performance of it is 
not, by itself, sufficient to develop large numbers of new audi-
ence members. The Magic of Music posited the “shining eyes” 
theory that excitement in the concert hall would be transforma-
tional to audience behavior. But in the end, it was clear that this 
was simplistic – other elements must be combined with artistic 
factors.” 

In other words, outstanding quality, although important, is not 
enough in itself. 

Audience Development or Audience Engagement?

At the 2013 Arts and Audiences Conference <http://artsandau-
diences.com/> in Helsinki, it was generally agreed that audience 
development is an outdated term and that audience engage-
ment is more productive. Engagement suggests that the institu-
tions need to move away from thinking in terms of educating the 
audience towards relationship building where mutual learning
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Furthermore, the report points out that many orchestras forget that 
their musicians have good knowledge and have wide connections in 
the region they live in and that they are too seldom seen as a re-
source for relationship building. Starr states:

“in spite of decades of study in renowned conservatories and alone, 
musicians’ judgments are rarely sought in rehearsals. Most know the 
tastes of the local audience far better than does the musical direc-
tor, yet their views are rarely solicited as programming decisions are 
made.”(Starr 1997, p. 85-86).

Audience Engagement: Values, Approaches & Inspirational Cases

The values of audience engagement are many. As Brown, Brown and 
Jackson-Dumont point out, the values of engagement include per-
sonal development, interpersonal and social qualities, as well has an 
impact on the surrounding society of the cultural institutions. They 
summarize the qualities in the following chart: (Next page)

 

“I would argue vehemently that a community doesn’t need an or-
chestra just for the sake of saying it has an orchestra. The mere 
existence of an orchestra in a community does not contribute to the 
community’s vitality. Communities need vibrant, relevant orchestras 
that give meaning to people’s weary, humdrum lives […] the caliber 
of the playing, the renown of the conductor, the architecture of the 
world-class hall mean little or nothing if the sound doesn’t resonate 
throughout the community.” (McPhee, 2002, p. 25-26).

The shift from audience development to audience engagement 
signals that cultural institutions need work on more than one-way 
educational formats and instead emphasize mutual learning and 
cooperation. This in turn demands that the cultural institutions con-
stantly need to ask what they know about the surrounding society 
and how what they do resonates with issues and needs of their sur-
rounding community. It also points towards that long-term engage-
ments are to be premiered, as quick fixes do not work. 

Audience Engagement and Organizational Challenges

Today many cultural institutions are highly specialized, segmented 
and inflexible where it becomes difficult to create teams across in-
stitutional border. Yet, as The Search for Shining Eyes report <http://
cmec.mah.se/2012/12/the-search-for-shining-eyes-en-rapport-om-
symfonisk-musik/> shows, the success of audience engagement 
hinges on fundamental organizational anchoring where different 
departments within the institutions collaborate as well as that 
changes in core organizational values. Wolf (2006) states:

“Transformational change in orchestras is dependent on the joint ef-
forts of all members of the orchestra family – music director, musi-
cians, administration, and volunteer leadership and trustees.”

“Serious audience development requires changes in core institu-
tional attitudes, thinking and behavior in all aspects of the opera-
tions of orchestras. It is not simply a question of better marketing 
to find more people to consume the same product in the same way. 
The changes required are more fundamental.”
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know the socio-demographics of their target populations.” (Robert-
son 2008, p.30).

Marketing surveys often fail to provide data relevant for audience 
development, as those that answer the surveys most often are 
dedicated audience members. Furthermore, they do not register at-
titudes and behavioral aspects in any significant way. 

Cultural institutions, according to McCarthy and Jinnett (2001), can 
work on audience engagement in three ways:

• they can diversify participation by attracting different kinds 
              of people than they already attract;

• they can broaden participation by attracting more people;

• they can deepen participation by increasing the level at 
              which current audience members are involved.

Each approach demands different strategies, which points at that 
cultural institutions need several community engagement strate-
gies, rather than one. 

Brown & Bare (2003), furthermore, argue that cultural institutions 
need to acknowledge and work actively together with what they call 
“attractors”:

“There are two types of people involved in the attendance of a 
concert: initiators and responders. The initiators will organize excur-
sions for their friends, and invite others to participate. Symphony 
orchestras can utilize the initiators to help to build up audiences 
externally from the organization through invitations and planning 
events.” (Brown & Bare, 2003).

Cultural institutions also need to work with several different levels 
of audience engagement – from more light participation to more 
active co-creative and audience-as-creators approaches. In Get-
ting on The Act, Brown & Novak Leonard (2011) categorize audience 
engagement into five categories as illustrated below. 

Kawashiwa (2006) argues that audience development typically falls 
under the following four categories:

• Marketing geared toward potential audience.

• Marketing geared toward existing audiences. 

• The presentation of new formats that challenges and culti 
              vates the existing audience taste and expands their cultural  
             repertoire.

• Active outreach with non-participants. 

The separation between marketing, artistic formats and outreach is 
to some degree problematic, as audience engagement preferably 
cuts across these categories. However, as Kawashiwa (2006) points 
out, it is worth to consider whether an audience engagement strate-
gy is geared toward new groups or established audience groups. The 
term “non-participants” is, however, problematic as it can imply that 
those not attending are not consumers of culture, which probably is 
not the case; they are just not consuming the culture the cultural in-
stitution in question is providing. It is also problematic as it suggests 
that the cultural institution is in the center of importance and these 
audience groups are marginalized or marginal, while the opposite 
could be the case: that the cultural institutions are marginal to and 
of little relevance to large societal groups. That said, Kawashiwa 
(2006) has a point when arguing for working actively with reaching 
new audience groups. When doing marketing surveys, Robertson 
(2008) argues, many cultural institutions miss studying the group 
that they should pay the most attention to, namely those not attend-
ing at all. She states:

“This includes their attitudes about leisure time, their motivation for 
participating in the arts, and whether they participate to be enriched 
or entertained (McCarthy & Jinnett, 2001). It is stressed in the litera-
ture that arts organizations must look at their target populations 
from a behavioral and attitudinal perspective; most arts groups only 
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The last three categories in the above illustration, namely audience-
as- artist, audience as co-creators and crowd-sourcing, all imply 
active participation were the border between professionals and 
amateurs are blurred. These forms are more demanding on both 
the cultural institutions and the audience, but also more rewarding. 
These approaches guarantee more long-term engagement. As The 
Search for Shining Eyes report points out, those actively and crea-
tively engaged in the arts are more prone to attend cultural events 
while various “exposure programs”, such as more passive educa-
tional package tours, have little or no impact. Brown states:  

“There is a lot of evidence that participatory music programs – in-
cluding instrumental lessons and choral programs – are correlated 
with later attendance and ticket buying at orchestral concerts. Tradi-
tional exposure programs, such as orchestras’ concert hall offerings 
for children, seem to have little longlasting effect on later behavior.”

That said, it is good to keep in mind that most people want to be 
“lightly” engaged before and after the event. A small (10 percent) but 
important audience segment wants to be highly active before and 
after concerts, as the following chart illustrates:  

Figure from: “Activating Your Audience” by Alan Brown, Wolf Brown & 
Sandra Jackson-Dumont.
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Audience Engagement Cases

Audience as Artist

Write an Opera <http://www.roh.org.uk/learning/teachers/write-
an-opera> is a format developed by The Royal Opera in London. 
Elementary school teachers are given a crash-course in writing an 
opera, which they than can do together with their students over a 
one-year period. This includes writing the story, music, creating the 
set design, costumes, marketing and of course performing the work. 
The students are given the roles of being the conductor, musicians, 
producers, set designers, and so forth. The Royal Opera House has 
through this started the children choir The Youth Opera <http://www.
roh.org.uk/news/watch-learn-the-singalong-finale-of-hot-house> 
by recruiting the most talented students coming out of the Write an 
Opera program. 

The Mood Project <http://artsandaudiences.com/2013/jon-deak/> 
is a collaboration between the Sibelius Academy and New York 
Philharmonics, which in turn is part of the Very Young Composers 
program, a program where Public School Children compose and or-
chestrate music for the New York Philharmonics. For example, at the 
Art and Audiences Conference 2013, a small ensemble performed 
three pieces – composed by children between the age of 9 and 13 – 
that were responses  to a work by Tiensuu.

En amputerad själ <http://sv.opera.se/forestallningar/en-am-
puterad-sjal-2012-2013/> is an opera production made by and for 
gymnasium students. The Gothenburg Opera House announced 
a manuscript competition where gymnasium students submitted 
manuscripts on the theme “courage”. A winner was selected and fif-
teen gymnasium students recruited to participate in the piece. The 
production drew full houses. 

Audience as Co-Creators

Kärlek är… <http://sv.opera.se/forestallningar/karlek-ar-2011-2012/> 
at the Gothenburg Opera House was a production where third-grad-
ers were invited to write about love. 900 children submitted draw-
ings and text, which the production “Kärlek är…” build upon. 

Brooklyn Beethoven Remix <http://bphil.org/bphilwp/remix/> Brook-
lyn Philharmonics challenged their audience to remix the last part of 
Beethoven’s symphony “Eroica”. The winner of the competition was 
DJ Eddie MArz with his remix ”Ill Harmonic”, which transformed the 
last part of Eroica into a compact rhythmic jam. 

Crowd-Sourcing

Whitacre’s Virtual Choir <http://ericwhitacre.com/> – the composer 
Whitacre has made several pieces such as Sleep and Lux Aurumque 
where he has engaged people from all over the world to sing his 
work. In 2011, when he arranged Virtual Choir 2.0, two-thousand peo-
ple participated from 58 countries by submitting videos of them-
selves singing parts of the work, which was than pieced together. 
Lux Aurumque has had over three million views on the Internet. 

Opera By You <http://www.oopperajuhlat.fi/OperaByYou/English/
Home> was an experiment where a finish opera offered their profes-
sional ensemble to an international “crowd”, saying “we provide the 
orchestra and you singers do the rest”. The piece was performed at 
the Savonlinna Opera Festival 2012. The production demanded, of 
course, creating organizational strategies around how to reach and 
engage people and how to handle and select contributions. See also 
<http://operabyyou.wreckamovie.com/>
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Enhanced Engagement

Concert Companions <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Concert_Com-
panion> aimed to strengthen the concert experience by offering the 
audience a guide that is synchronized to the music being performed. 
The New York Philharmonic and Philadelphia Orchestra tested it in 
2005. It was appreciated by the audience, but was met with resist-
ance from the musicians. Apple, in collaboration with the London 
Symphony Orchestra and Julliard, developed the idea and the plan 
was to bundle the background information with albums sold at 
iTunes.

The Twittering Conductor <http://artsblog.ocregister.
com/2009/08/14/emil-de-cou-twittering-national-symphony-
conductor-responds/15339/>, Emil de Cou, has experimented with 
being a personal twitter guide, for example by twittering about his 
personal interpretation and knowledge of Beethoven’s symphonies. 
It has been compared to pop-up books for adult that works well for 
first-time visitors as well as loyal audience goers.

Royal Opera House on iTunes University <http://www.roh.org.uk/
learning/bring-the-royal-opera-house-into-your-classroom-with-
itunesu> – The Royal Opera House in London releases short peda-
gogical sound- and film recordings, behind the scene films, and 
marketing material through iTunes University. For most people, 
iTunes university is far away and the content is a bit dry. 
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The concepts are:

The Joystick Arena is an event-based Twitter webpage that will serve 
as a hub and an arena for dialogue between Malmö Symphony Or-
chestra and the audience, and between the audiences/gamers them-
selves.

Dante’s Purgatory explores how the boundaries between the audi-
ence and the dancers can be challenged and made more participa-
tory.

Opera & student engagement is a learning format and learning 
platform that builds upon and develops workshop formats run by the 
outreach staff at the Royal Danish Theatre.

Maestro is a public interactive installation where people, for a short 
period of time, can together discover, play and reinterpret parts of 
Beethoven’s fifth symphony by regulating the volume of five sound 
pipes.

 

Appendix
Four concepts that strengthen the relation-
ship between institution and audience

The question of how contemporary media can strengthen the rela-
tionship between cultural institutions and their audience(s) has been 
explored by seventeen interaction design masters students at the 
School of Arts and Communication, Malmö University, all within the 
Musikalsk Oplevelsesdesign project.

Four concepts were developed over a period of ten weeks, where 
masters students at the Interaction Design programme at the 
School of Arts and Communication, Malmö University, worked in 
collaboration with representatives from cultural institutions Malmö 
Symphony Orchestra, The Royal Danish Theatre, and Copenhagen 
Phil.
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Dante’s purgatory

Challenging the audience-dancer boundary

Through wearable technology, Dante’s Purgatory explores how the 
boundary between the audience and the dancers can be challenged, 
and how a dance performance can be made more participatory. Fo-
cusing on the Purgatory level in Dante’s Divine Comedy, the concept 
embraces the scary, dark, and outrageous elements of the story. The 
concept explores how the experience of a dance performance can 
be amplified with technology. For example, when making eye contact 
with a dancer, the individual audience member hears the “inner voice” 
of the dancer, creating a feeling of intimacy. The concept was devel-
oped in collaboration with the ballet group Corpus at the Royal Danish 
Theatre.

augmenting technology, dance, performance

Read more about this project on http://cmec.mah.se/2013/04/dan-
tes-purgatory-royal-danish-theatre/
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Joystick Arena

Taking a concert online and extending it in time

By building on common social media practices, the Joystick Arena 
is an arena for dialogue between Malmö Symphony Orchestra and 
the Joystick audience comprised primarily of “gamers”, and be-
tween the gamers themselves. The arena is divided into the areas 
of before, during, and after the concert where “before” could be 
discussions about repertoire, “during” could be reflections on what 
is going on in the concert hall, and “after” could be releasing a re-
corded soundtrack that gamers worldwide make a music video for. 
The concept was developed in collaboration with Malmö Symphony 
Orchestra.

social media, co-creation, temporal extension, classical music

Read more about this project on http://cmec.mah.se/2013/04/joy-
stick-arena-malmo-symphony-orchestra/
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Opera through co-creation

Engaging gymnasium students in opera through improv work-
shops and online learning

This concept enables gymnasium students to “understand” opera 
by performing and reinterpreting the themes in e.g. Othello in play-
ful and embodied ways through improv workshops. The purpose 
is to make opera themes such as love, hate, betrayal, and conceit 
relevant to the contemporary youth culture, their cultural expres-
sions, interests and concerns. A complementary learning platform 
includes teaching- and inspirational material that teachers and 
students can use and modulate to fit their needs. The concept was 
developed in collaboration with The Royal Danish Theatre.

improvisation, co-creation, opera

Read more about this project on http://cmec.mah.se/2013/04/
opera-and-student-engagement-royal-danish-theatre/
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Maestro

Physical and collaborative reinterpretation of Beethoven’s 5th sym-
phony

By regulating the volume of five sound pipes, Maestro allows people 
to collaboratively discover, play and reinterpret parts of Beethoven’s 
fifth symphony. Three pipes loop recordings of separate sections of 
the orchestra – the brass-, the wood instrument-, and the rhythm 
section – while two pipes loop more contemporary sound recordings 
such as a synched drum beat. The installation also invites for rhyth-
mic interpretations, as people could jam with drumsticks on the 
pipes. The concept was developed in collaboration with Copenhagen 
Phil.

co-creation, classical  music

Read more about this project on http://cmec.mah.se/2013/04/
maestro-copenhagen-phil/
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